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Abstract 

 
In today’s world, everywhere Google is used to search different types of information on internet. In fraction of seconds 

we get the relevant search results. As mobile apps become more popular, people are looking for relevant information 

not only from web sites but also from apps they have installed. For this purpose, App Indexing concept is invented. 

This paper contains information on what is app indexing, why it is needed. This research will also include working of 

app indexing, issues and problems in app indexing and how we can overcome them. 
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1. Introduction 

App indexing is the latest development in search engine optimization with respect to smartphone. In 

October 2013, Google introduced concept of app indexing for group of small developers. But it was not 

available for global use, as it was under testing. After few months they added some apps and launched it 

globally with international language support. Finally, in June 2014, Google announced that app indexing is 

available for all android developers. Now more than 100 apps implemented the concept of app indexing. 

For example Etsy, TED, etc. 

2. Need of App Indexing 

Today, most of people use smartphones to access internet rather than desktop computers. Using 

smartphones, a person can access internet everywhere. The technique of searching websites as results on 

desktop computers is different than searching for same results on mobile. So, separate search engine 

optimization concept applied for mobile search. Along with website, in smartphones, we use apps for 

different purposes. For example, consider Google map. When we use desktop or pc, we visit website to 

access Google map. But in smartphones, Google has already provided an app, Google Map. Hence there is 

no need to go for Google search to access Google maps on mobile. When we search using Google on 

smartphones, it shows results in terms of websites. But as we use apps in our mobile, it might be possible 
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that the desired results belong to some app in our mobile. Another problem is, as user for website increases, 

load on website also increases. Because of this load issue, user may not visit website again.  

 

To overcome these problems, Google came with the concept of app indexing. By implementing app 

indexing, when we search on Google using android phone, it will display result in terms of websites as well 

as desired contents from apps installed on our smartphones. For example, consider we are searching for 

food recipe using Google search. In search result it will show the respected websites. But as we are 

searching on mobile, it will also show the link to open the app for the website, if we have already installed 

that app in our mobile. 

3. Working of App Indexing 

Working of App indexing is as shown in Fig.3.1. First I installed app IMDb in my phone [Fig. 3.1(a)]. This 

app is for latest movie reviews, TV shows, etc. Then I opened google chrome in my mobile and searched 

for poltergeist movie. It showed IMDb app in result list [Fig. 3.1(b)]. Since I already installed that app, 

when I clicked on that app in result list, it opened IMDb app from my mobile [Fig. 3.1(c)], it didn’t go for 

its website. This is the power of app indexing. 

 

 
 

(a)         (b) 
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(c) 

 

 
Fig. 3. 1 Working of App Indexing 

 

 

For using app indexing, as an app developer, we must have the app which contains same contents as our 

website. The next step is to add deep link support to our app (i.e. upgrading app so that it supports deep 

linking). Deep linking opens app or relevant contents on app instead of opening into play store or default 

screen. To enable Google to crawl our app content and allow users to enter our app from search results, we 

must add intent filters in the app manifest. These intent filters allow deep linking to the content in any of 

your activities. Users on mobile devices can then click on a link to open the app from their search results, 

allowing them to directly view our app's content instead of a web page. 

 

To enable Google Search app indexing, information about the relationship between mobile app and web 

site should be provided to Google. This process involves the following steps: 

 

1. Enable deep linking to specific content in the app by adding intent filters in our app manifest. 

1.1. Add <intent-filter> in android manifest file. 

1.2. Add an <action> tag that specifies the ACTION_VIEW intent action. 

1.3. Add a <data> tag for each data URI format the activity accepts. This is the primary 

mechanism to declare the format for deep links. 

1.4. Add <category> for both DEFAULT and BROWSABLE categories. 

1.4.1. BROWSABLE is required in order for the intent to be executable from a web browser. 

Without it, clicking a link in a browser cannot resolve to app and only the current web 

browser will respond to the URL. 
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1.4.2. DEFAULT is not required if our only interest is providing deep links to your app from 

Google Search results. However, the DEFAULT category is required if you want your 

Android app to respond when users click links from any other web page that points to 

your web site. 

  

For example, the following activity allows users to enter the app using intent to view information about 

gizmos. The intent filter declares that the activity responds to VIEW action intents containing URIs 

that begin with http://example.com/gizmos: 

 

<activity android:name="com.example.android.GizmosActivity" 

           android:label="@string/title_gizmos" > 

     <intent-filter android:label="@string/filter_title_viewgizmos"> 

         <action android:name="android.intent.action.VIEW" /> 

         <!-- Accepts URIs that begin with "http://example.com/gizmos" --> 

         <data android:scheme="http" 

               android:host="example.com" 

               android:pathPrefix="/gizmos" /> 

         <category android:name="android.intent.category.DEFAULT" /> 

         <category android:name="android.intent.category.BROWSABLE" /> 

     </intent-filter> 

 </activity> 

 

 

2. Annotate these links in the associated web pages on our web site or in a Sitemap file. 

3. Allow Googlebot to crawl through our APK in the Google Play store to index our app content.  

Note: In order for app indexing to work, your app's minSdkVersion must be 17 or lower. This is one of 

the properties of the <uses-sdk> element of our app's manifest. 

 

To test app indexing, Google has provided the feature of Webmaster Tools. This helps to debug issues that 

might occur in app indexing. It provides the following information: 

 

• Errors in indexed pages within apps 

• Weekly clicks and impressions from app deep links via Google search 

• Stats on your sitemap (if available) 

In some cases, if we want to restrict some contents of app to open in Google search, we can also do it. To 

let Google know this, we can include a noindex.xml file in our Android app to indicate which deep links 

should not be indexed. 
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4. Issues In App Indexing and Suggestions for Improvements 

1. App Indexing only works when we have installed the app relevant to website, so Google search will 

show it in search result. But it might be possible that the app for the website is available but users 

have not installed it. So, google has recently improved it. It displays option in google search result to 

install app. Suppose, user has installed app and not updated from long time, then it can create problem 

like the information in website and app may differ. To solve this problem, in search result, we can 

recommend user to update their app before opening it, so user will get right information at right time. 

 

2. Suppose user has installed four types of recipe apps in his/her mobile. Now user is searching for 

recipe in google search, so in search result those apps can be displayed according to their use in that 

user’s mobile. So, the search result can be made user specific. 

5. Conclusion 

App indexing is great feature to use power of Google search if implemented correctly. The main advantage 

of app indexing is it moves user access from website to app of that website. Because of this, traffic problem 

in accessing website is minimized. Users can find relevant data from installed apps itself. Though this 

feature is published by Google, it is under testing. There is possibility of including new things in this 

feature. 
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